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1. (1.) bottom bracket and saddle. using the plastic frame not the oem aluminum version. its a good upgrade. just be careful not to
over torque the installation! using any type of leverage tool is advised in order to hold the saddle at zero adjustment. the most

common tools used are the grommet tool and a crescent wrench. you can also use your own mallet on the frame. use a small flat
surface, a thumb and an index finger to ensure a good grip. place the tool under the grip tab and strike the center, squaring the

bracket. however, if you do use the plasti glas frame, do not use the black plastic insert that comes with the motorcycle. go with the
standard factory plastic insert. you will see the difference in fitment and adjustability. it makes a world of difference. 2. (2.) low and
high beams. i chose these to be the options as i did not want a halo. typically, one changes the bulbs themselves, or the headlights

can be set in beam or off. if you change the headlights themselves, do not expect to have the contrast settings be the same. there are
many factors that determine the settings such as headlight diameter, beam spread, and you have a lot of flexibility in setting this up.
3. (3.) using aluminium bonnet. my motorcycle came with the plastic bonnet. i have the aluminum and will probably not change the

plastic. i think its a good thing, especially when riding in inclement weather. i will say this though, i may move the plastic to the clutch
master cylinder as some of the air is forced out to the front brake lever. may be able to use a catch in the side of the plastics to help

here. i just haven't gone that far.
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The front end was almost perfect. The bars were very comfortable and there were no major issues. The rear end was a bit different
and I did not like the new staggered rear ends. It was no longer on par with Harley end of story. I had a single and a double chain drive

dual rear sprocket setup. The single chain drive was set in the middle as standard on a Harley and was giving me too much engine
braking, it felt like I was dragging along the back wheel. The only solution was to remove the chain and put the sprocket on the other
side giving it a double chain drive. I would have to say it was not the smartest move as the engine does not rotate 90 degrees, but it

was OK. Overall the bike handled well with no major issues. Buells have been available since 1990 and with a very small range of
models. The range includes the sporty S3T, the more performance orientated X1 and XE and the more classic XE2. Of the three the

XE2 is the most desirable as it came with the real Buell steering fairing. The X1 and XE were basically a ‘notchless’ fairing with a
‘performance’ air inlet This is the first review on the Ecm SPY carburetor which was developed and launched by Buell in mid-2002.
With a total of six known variants this makes it one of the most in-demand Buell carbs to date. Probably the best motorcycles ever
produced. F1 and MotoGP racers are in fact frightened of the motorcycle. The XB is the nanny bike which takes the kids all over the

city, so that the parents can concentrate on stuff like BMW's, M3's, and the occasional Aston. 5ec8ef588b
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